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What am I going to talk about today?
• Overall philosophy behind TG 233

• What need is being filled by the report?
• Why doesn’t TG 233 tell me exactly how to do a CT annual?
• What TG 233 does not address

• Summary of the report

• Pre-test inspection
• Basic system performance
• Operational performance

• Automatic exposure control
• Task-based image quality
• Iterative reconstruction

• Tools provided along with the report
• imQuest
• iQModelo
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Why does TG 233 exist?
• The way physicists evaluate the performance of CT systems needs to
be updated
• New technologies
• Tube current modulation
• Iterative reconstruction (IR)

• New metrics needed
• Traditional IQ metrics such as CNR are inadequate in some scenarios

• Changing roll of a Dx physicist
• Pass/Fail specification -> clinical performance/utilization/optimization
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TG 233 is a toolbox, not a recipe
• Report does NOT give a step by step guide
on how do an annual CT physics survey

• A one size fits all approach does not work with
the complexity and diversity of modern CT
systems

• Report does introduce new testing
methods and metrics that a physicist can
draw on

• Idea is to standardize individual testing
methodologies, not to standardize the entire
testing process
• Up to the expertise/discretion of the physicist
to determined when it makes sense to apply a
given test on a given system
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Philosophy of TG 233

From
Specifications
Equipment
Quality check
Presumption
Compliance

To
Performance
Operation
Process consistency
Actual utility
Excellence

www.aapm.org/MedPhys30/
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Areas not addressed by TG 233
• New dosimetry methods

• TG 200 - CT Dosimetry Phantoms and the implementation of AAPM Report
Number 111. Donovan will discuss this later in this session
• TG 293 - Task Group on Size Specific - Dose Estimate (SSDE) for Head CT

• Dual energy CT (spectral CT)

• TG 299 - Quality Control in - Multi-Energy Computed Tomography (MECT)
• TG 291 - Task Group on Educational Report on Multi-Energy CT

• Cone-beam CT
• Cardiac CT
• Perfusion imaging
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Outline of the report
• Pre-test inspection
• Essentially a quick checklist

• Basic system performance
• A brief tabular summary of testing methods that are already well established

• Operational performance
• This is the bulk of the document
• Introduces new testing methods and IQ metrics
• Majority of talk will focus on this
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Pre-test inspection
• Among other things…
• Checklist of basic safety items related to
the room construction (signage, shielding,
etc)
• Regulatory checklist*
• Check for XR-29 compliance
• Review QC program

* We can’t promise that going through this checklist will ensure regulatory compliance!!!
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Basic system performance
• Tabulates standard testing methods
• These tests are all familiar to clinical physicist
• Tests come from a number of sources:

• American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM) report 748 and report 39.
• American College of Radiology (ACR) CT quality control (QC) manual for the ACR CT
Accreditation Program (CTAP).
• European Commission (EC) report 162 on CT quality assurance.
• Food and Drug Administration Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) part 120.
• International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) Human Health Series No. 1912 and
Human Health Report No. 5.
• International Commission on Radiation Units & Measurements (ICRU) report 87.
• International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) report 61223-3-5.
• Vendor quality control documents.
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Basic Performance| Geometric
• Laser alignment accuracy
• Table indexing accuracy
• Image position accuracy
• Image thickness accuracy
• Gantry tilt accuracy
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Basic Performance| Radiation Output
• HVL
• Exposure reproducibility
• Exposure time reproducibility
• Exposure time accuracy
• Exposure linearity
• Tube potential accuracy
• Beam profile
• Localizer radiograph dose
• CTDI accuracy
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Basic Performance| Image quality
• CT number accuracy
• CT number uniformity
• Artifact assessment
• High contrast (line pair) resolution
• Noise magnitude
• Contrast-to-noise ratio
• Slice Sensitivity profile
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Just to clarify
• TG 233 is not saying that all these tests need to be done!
• We just compiled the standard tests that are available
• Up to a physicist to decide which tests make sense for the systems
they test
• Of course, regulation and accreditation guidelines will dictate a lot of that
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Operational performance
•
•
•
•

This is the bulk of the document
Focus is on clinical performance
Towards protocol optimization, operational consistency
Section includes
• Tube current modulation
• Spatial resolution

• For potentially non-linear CT systems
• In-plane and z-direction

• Noise

• Noise power spectrum analysis
• Non uniformity in noise

• Task-based image quality

• Task-based IQ from Fourier domain calculations
• Task-based IQ from spatial domain calculations
• Task-based IQ from human reader experiments
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Basic vs Operational
• Basic performance
• Does the system meet the
manufacturer’s specs?
• Is is working as designed?
• Is it safe to use?
• Pass/fail?
• Acceptance testing

• Operational performance
• Are we using the system
optimally?
• How does it compare to
another system?
• Are we getting consistent
clinical performance?
• Commissioning

Would you rather be scanned a system with excellent specs that is used
poorly, or a system with mediocre specs that is used optimally?
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Operational performance
•
•
•
•

This is the bulk of the document
Focus is on clinical performance
Towards protocol optimization, operational consistency
Section includes
• Tube current modulation
• Spatial resolution

• For potentially non-linear CT systems
• In-plane and z-direction

• Noise

• Noise power spectrum analysis
• Non uniformity in noise

• Task-based image quality

• Task-based IQ from Fourier domain calculations
• Task-based IQ from spatial domain calculations
• Task-based IQ from human reader experiments
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What is tube current modulation?
• Noise in CT images depends on how much signal get to the detector
• For a fixed tube current (mA)
• Larger patient -> less signal at detector -> noisier images
• Smaller patient -> more signal at detector -> less noisy images (overdose?)

• TCM adapts the tube current for different patient sizes
• Goal is more consistent image quality for different patient sizes
• Different manufacturer’s have different implementations and
philosophies
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Why test TCM?
• TCM systems have a very strong impact on patient dose and image quality
• Traditional testing has ignored this important feature
• TCM is software driven, and software updates can change how TCM works
on a system (often without obvious notification from manufacturers)
• When designing protocols, need to predict how the system will respond to
patients of different sizes
• TG 233 describes 2 primary methods to test a TCM system:
• Discrete sizes: Mimics the case of scanning two patients of different size with the
same settings
• Continuous sizes: Mimics the case of scanning a single patient whose size changes
along the scan direction
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TCM| Discrete adaptation
• Question: How does the system respond to patients of different sizes
with the same scan settings?
• Use 2+ phantoms of different sizes
• For each phantom
• Perform localizer (scout)
• Scan with TCM engaged using the default settings for the protocol of interest
• Record dose and image noise
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TCM| Continuous adaptation
• Question: How does the system respond along the longitudinal axis of a
patient with varying size?
• Use a single variable sized phantom (or line up multiple phantoms of
different sizes)
• Perform localizer (scout)
• Scan with TCM engaged using the default settings for the protocol of interest
• Record dose and image noise as a function of phantom size
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TCM| Analysis
• TG 233 describes several summary
statistics to be calculated based on
the collected data
• Will not discuss details for most of
those statistics today, you’ll need to
wait for report J
• Spatial concordance:
• How well does the system adapt to an
abrupt change in patient size within a
single scan (e.g., neck-to-shoulder
transition)
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Example of clinical utility| TCM changes
• During my annuals, I scan a multi-sized phantom under consistent
conditions from year to year using TCM
• Check the tube current profiles to see if they have changed
• I also do this after software upgrades
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Operational performance
•
•
•
•

This is the bulk of the document
Focus is on clinical performance
Towards protocol optimization, operational consistency
Section includes
• Tube current modulation
• Spatial resolution

• For potentially non-linear CT systems
• In-plane and z-direction

• Noise

• Noise power spectrum analysis
• Non uniformity in noise

• Task-based image quality

• Task-based IQ from Fourier domain calculations
• Task-based IQ from spatial domain calculations
• Task-based IQ from human reader experiments
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Definitions| Linearity
• What does it mean for a system, S, to be linear?
• Mathematically:
• (superposition principle)

• Colloquially: If you add two (or more) signals together and then put them
through the system, you’ll get the same result as putting each signal through
the system individually and then adding the result.
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Definitions| Shift Invariance
• What does it mean for a system, S, to be shift-invariant?
• Mathematically:
• Let
• Let
• ->

(define output of system)
(define shifted input)

• Colloquially: an arbitrary translation to the input results in an identical
translation to the output
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*Bushberg The Essential Physics of Medical Imaging

Definitions| LSI system
• If a system is linear and shift-invariant (LSI) then…
• The output of the system to ANY input is given by a convolution with the
system’s point spread function (PSF)
Convolution

System output

System PSF

Input
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Question: Are CT systems linear?
• Answer: Sometimes (ish)
• For FBP reconstruction, a CT system usually behaves mostly linear (with some
exceptions)
• Iterative reconstructions typically make the system non-linear
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Question: Are CT systems shift invariant?
• Answer: No
• The output depends of location within the field of view of the input
• Spatial resolution is slightly variable throughout the FOV
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Is Linear Systems Theory of any use in CT?
• Yes (IMO)
• We can use concepts from linear systems theory to describe the
resolution properties an a CT system
• But…
• We need to understand its limitations and be careful about not generalizing
our results too much. More on that in a few slides.
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Factors that affect x-y resolution
• System optics
•
•
•
•

X-ray focal spot size and motion
Detector element size/spacing
Detector cross-talk + afterglow
Geometry (SID)

• Acquisition settings

• Number of angular samples (i.e., “views”)

• Reconstruction

• In-plane pixel size

• This is determined by the reconstructed FOV and matrix size

• Kernel (if using FBP)
• Regularization scheme (if using IR)

• Local noise and contrast conditions can affect local resolution in IR
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x-y resolution: Iterative reconstruction
• Iterative reconstructions (IR) don’t technically have a “kernel” like FBP
• IR is non-linear

• ”Regularization” schemes used that try to smartly penalize/smooth noisy data
• From a statistical point of view, this is how a Bayesian “prior” is included into the
reconstruction process. We basically assume the data should have some degree of
smoothness
• IR algorithms have parameters that let the user choose how much smoothness
they want to impose (more smoothness = less noise but worse resolution)

• Colloquially speaking, IR algorithms are trying to minimize noise in what
are perceived to be uniform image regions, and enhance resolution in
image regions with a lot of “edges”.
• Net affect is that resolution in IR is highly complex and difficult to fully
characterize.
• High-contrast features have different resolution properties compared to lowcontrast features
• Resolution becomes dependent on the local noise and contrast conditions of an
image
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Factors that affect z-resolution
• System optics
•
•
•
•

X-ray focal spot size
Detector element size/spacing
Detector cross-talk + afterglow
Geometry (SID)

• Acquisition settings

• Focal spot motion (i.e, double sampling)
• Pitch

• Reconstruction

• Slice Thickness

• Similar affect as the in-plane pixel size

• We don’t backproject across z so we don’t really have blurring
due to reconstruction processing in the z-direction

• One exception is that IR algorithms sometimes use “cross-slice”
information to help reduce in-plane noise, this has the effect of reducing
z-direction resolution
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Measuring spatial resolution
• Several potential methods
• Line pair patterns
• High contrast BB or wire ->
PSF -> MTF
• Edge spread function (ESF) > PSF -> MTF
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Why not just use high contrast LP patterns?
*Solomon, Med Phys 2014
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The ”task transfer function” (TTF)
• TG 233 adopts this terminology
• TTF is analogous to an MTF, but we call it a TTF to acknowledge that it
really only predicts the resolution of objects of a given contrast, with
a given level of image noise
• i.e., we’re acknowledging that the system is non-linear, but we’re
going to use linear systems analysis anyways, but limit the
generalizability of the results.
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Resolution Analysis
• We recommend doing a TTF measurement for protocol(s) of interest
• Make the measurement using a cylinder with an appropriate contrast for the
protocol being assessed
• Report discusses how much image data you need to get a reliable measurement
• TTF can be summarized by the 50% and/or 10% frequency
• Software is being provided along with the report to help make these
measurements (more on that later).
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Operational performance
•
•
•
•

This is the bulk of the document
Focus is on clinical performance
Towards protocol optimization, operational consistency
Section includes
• Tube current modulation
• Spatial resolution

• For potentially non-linear CT systems
• In-plane and z-direction

• Noise

• Noise power spectrum analysis
• Non uniformity in noise

• Task-based image quality

• Task-based IQ from Fourier domain calculations
• Task-based IQ from spatial domain calculations
• Task-based IQ from human reader experiments
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What do I mean by noise?

Image = Deterministic + Stochastic
I(x,y,z) = S(x,y,z) + N(x,y,z)
Noise is characterized by computing statistics of the random
components of the image
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CT noise depends on
• Dose

• More dose -> more signal at the detectors -> less noise
• Any technical scan factors that affect dose will also affect noise

• Detector efficiency

• More efficient detector -> less noise

• Reconstruction
• Kernel

• Sharper kernel -> more noise (but better resolution)

• Slice thickness

• Using a thicker slice is like averaging signals across detector rows. More signals averaged together is like having more photons.
• Thicker slices -> more photons per image -> less noise (but worse z-direction resolution)

• Iterative reconstruction

• Typically IR reduces noise compared to FBP for the same dose (but can also cause a marginal losses in resolution, especially for
low-contrast features)

• Patient size

• For the same scan technique (mAs, kV, pitch), fewer photons reach the detector for larger patients which
results in greater image noise

• Note that in practice, AEC methods such as tube current modulation are designed to deliver higher dose for larger patients
with the goal of consistent noise across patient sizes
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Noise has magnitude and texture
• Think of noise as a spatial dependent random field (i.e., a collection of
random numbers), N(x,y,z)
• Noise magnitude is quantified by the standard deviation of N,
𝜎(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧).
Increasing noise magnitude (i.e., decreasing dose)
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Noise has magnitude and texture
• Noise texture is desribed by the correlations between noise in
different voxels. 𝐸[𝑁 𝑥+ , 𝑦+ , 𝑧+ 𝑁(𝑥, , 𝑦, , 𝑧, )]
• Describes how neighboring pixels tend to fluctuate with each other
These all have the same noise magnitude!
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Noise magnitude and texture quantified by NPS
• NPS = Noise Power Spectrum
• Describes noise correlations in frequency domain
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More noise is bad!
• Detection decreases as noise increases
• Confidence decreases as noise increases

Increasing noise magnitude
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Noise texture affects detectability!
• If frequency content of feature to be detected ”overlaps” a lot with
the NPS, it will be difficult to detect.

Same noise magnitude, different texture
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What is the noise power spectrum (NPS)?
• NPS is the Fourier transform of the noise auto-correlation
• NPS(fx,fy,fz) = F[A(Δx,Δy,Δz)]

• Describes noise autocorrelations in spatial frequency space
• i.e., how much noise power is contained by each spatial frequency

• Integral of the NPS is equal to the pixel variance
• Thus the NPS characterizes both the magnitude and texture of noise!
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Anatomy of an NPS
2D NPS

fy
fav

fpeak

fx
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Measuring NPS| Phantom
• Place a number ROIs in uniform region of the phantom (can use
multiple slices if the phantom size doesn’t change across slices).
• For each ROI, subtract out a 2nd order polynomial, P(x,y) to remove DC
component and low-frequency structured noise.
• Compute squared magnitude of Fourier Transform of subtracted ROI.
• Normalize by ratio of voxel size (area if 2D, volume if 3D) to total
number of pixels
Pixel size
Fourier transform

Total number of voxels

2nd order polynomial

ROI HU Values
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Measuring NPS| Phantom
• Do this procedure for each ROI and take the average NPS across all
ROIs
• Can compute noise magnitude by either integrating the NPS or by
computing voxel STD (average across all ROIs)
• Compute summary statistics of NPS
• fav and fpeak

• Tools will be provided by TG to help with these measurements
Pixel size
Fourier transform

Total number of voxels

2nd order polynomial

ROI HU Values
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Definitions| Stationarity
• Wide-sense stationarity (WSS):
• A statistical condition describing the properties of the noise
• A random process (e.g N(x) ) is considered to be wide sense stationary if
• Its first order statistics (e.g. mean, STD) are constant (same for all x,y,z)
• Its second order statistics (e.g,. Autocorrelation) depend only on the distance between
points, not their absolute positions: AN(x1,x2) = AN(Δx)

• By definition, the NPS is the Fourier transform of the noise autocorrelation function, assuming wide sense stationarity
• NPS(fx,fy,fz) = F[A(Δx,Δy,Δz)]

• Thus NPS analysis only makes sense if the noise is WSS
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Question: Is CT noise wide-sense stationary?
• Answer: Globally, no
• Both noise magnitude and
texture change
throughout the FOV

• Locally, yes (usually)
• If we limit measurements
to small local ROIs, the
analysis provides
meaningful
characterization of the
noise

STD = 11.5 HU

STD = 4.7
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Noise non-uniformity
• Iterative reconstructions have
unique and potentially highly
non uniform noise properties
• Report describes some
methods to characterize both
the global non uniformity of
noise and the potential local
non-uniformity for IR
reconstructions
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Example of clinical utility| IQ Matching
• We have many different
makes/models in our health
system
• We want to achieve images with
consistent noise and resolution
properties
• To figure out which recon settings
to use, we measured TTFs and
NPSs for a bunch of recon settings
• Found the settings that had similar
noise texture and resolution across
scanner models
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Example of clinical utility| Daily QC Analysis
• We have daily water phantom
QC images sent to a dedicated
server for automated analysis
• The system detects artifacts
using NPS analysis
• Sends me an email if it thinks
there’s an artifact so I can
investigate
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Operational performance
•
•
•
•

This is the bulk of the document
Focus is on clinical performance
Towards protocol optimization, operational consistency
Section includes
• Tube current modulation
• Spatial resolution

• For potentially non-linear CT systems
• In-plane and z-direction

• Noise

• Noise power spectrum analysis
• Non uniformity in noise

• Task-based image quality

• Task-based IQ from Fourier domain calculations
• Task-based IQ from spatial domain calculations
• Task-based IQ from human reader experiments
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Definitions| Task-based image quality
“Any general definition of image quality must
address the effectiveness with which the
image can be used for its intended task.”

-ICRU Report 54
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Definitions| Task-based image quality
Therefore, a task-based IQ metric tries to
quantify how well the images can be used for
some medical purpose
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Traditional vs task-based IQ
How does it taste when you put
them all together?

Ingredients

Task-based IQ Metrics

Traditional IQ Metrics

• Detection accuracy

• Noise standard deviation

• Sensitivity

• Noise power spectrum

• Specificity

• Resolution

• Estimation accuracy

• Modulation transfer function

• Classification accuracy

• Contrast

• Detectability index

• Contrast-to-noise ratio
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What is needed for task-based IQ?
• 3 things

1. A well defined imaging task
• Detection of a subtle lesion
• Classification
• Estimation

2. A “reader”

• Could be a real human reader
• Or could be a mathematical model

3. A way to estimate the ability of the reader to perform the task on the
images in question

• Could be done with a reader study (show radiologists images with known lesions and see
how well they can detect them)
• If using a mathematical observer, performance can be estimated in many ways!
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Mathematical observer models
•
•
•
•

Using radiologists for reader studies is cumbersome
Mathematical observer models can act as a surrogate
Based on mathematics of statistical signal detection theory
An observer model is just a “processor” for which you input an image, and
it computes a scalar statistics related to the imaging task at hand
• E.g. how likely is a lesion present in the image

• If the images are of good quality, the observer model should be able to
perform the imaging task well (and vice versa)
• We can choose observer models that try to mimic how humans perceive
images and make decisions
• We use the performance of the observer model as a metric of image
quality
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A detectability index
Test
statistic

Signal-absent

Observer
model Image data

Detectability index

Signal-present

A detectability index is a scalar statistic related to how likely one would expect a given observer
(human or mathematical) to detect a subtle signal in a noisy background.
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Relating traditional IQ and task-based IQ?
Size and contrast

Detectability index (d-prime)

Resolution

Noise (magnitude and texture)

• Turns out for some observer models, the detectability index can be predicted
directly if you know the noise and resolution properties of the images in question
• This example is based on a non-pre-whitening matched filter observer model
• This model has been shown to correlate will with human detection performance
• We can use the noise/resolution measurements from before and calculate a d’!
• Can think of it like a CNR measurement which accounts for resolution, noise
texture, and the detection task of interest
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Human reader studies
• Sometimes the models are too
simplistic or require assumptions
that are not true about the images
• In those cases it may be necessary to
show the images to humans and
have them perform a task
• Report discusses how to do such
experiments and how to analyze the
results
• Based on a large amount of
academic work and on methods
being used at the FDA
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An example of why task-based IQ is helpful
If you trusted CNR and reduced dose by 75%, detectability would suffer by about 8%
Dose reduction based on CNR = 75%

75%

*Solomon, RSNA 2016

Dose reduction based on human detectability = 16%

8%
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Example of clinical utility| Daily QC Analysis
• Zhang et al (Med Phys 2017)
built an interface to help
balance dose and image quality
in terms of a detectability index
based on measurements from a
multi-sized phantom
• Favazza et al (JMI 2017) used
task-based IQ metrics to
determine dose reduction
potential of a new IR algorithm
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Software provided by TG
• imQuest

• Matlab-based CT image analysis tool used to help make a number of the TG 233
measurements
• Currently in beta form. Standalone version available
• Source code will be available soon (waiting for Duke lawyers to clear some disclosure
language)

• iMRMC

• Statistical analysis Matlab code provided by the FDA for spatial domain task-based
performance assessment. The tool helps size and analyze multi-reader multi-case
(MRMC) reader studies.

• IQModelo

• Matlab code provided by the FDA for parametric statistical methods for ROC
performance analysis of linear model observers.
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imQuest implementation
• GUI built in Matlab (distributed as stand-alone program)
• Utilizes a library of routines for task-based IQ analysis
•
•
•
•
•

Maidment et al, Med Phys, 2003
Boedeker et al, Phys Med Biol, 2007
Wilson et al, Med Phys, 2013
Chen et al, Med Phys, 2014
Solomon et al, Med Phys, 2015
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d’ is easy as 1, 2, 3
1. Measure resolution
2. Measure noise
3. Compute d’
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d’ is easy as 1, 2, 3
1. Measure resolution
2. Measure noise
3. Compute d’
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d’ is easy as 1, 2, 3
1. Measure resolution
2. Measure noise
3. Compute d’
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Automated analysis
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Where to get imQuest
• Executable available for download here:
• http://www.railabs.org/~samei/tg233.html

• Currently in beta form (there are some known and unknown bugs)
• Will be continuously updating over time.
• Source code will be posted very soon! (1-2 weeks)
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